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The target company of the paper is the Cebu factory (CF) of Onda Button Selling Co. 
(Philippines). The objectives of this paper is to improve production operations 
management at the CF, not only through the applications of various operations 
management concepts and tools but also by raising employees' awareness of the 
importance of continuous improvements in operations. 
CF manufactures polyester buttons and buttons made of natural materials such as woods, 
shells, and coconuts. Through factory visits, questionnaire and interviews, problems are 
identified. The major problems include: 
• Frequent and long delays caused by bottlenecks, lack of proper scheduling, and 
inefficient material management. 
• Unfavorable partnerships with suppliers and subcontractors. 
• Poor quality control. 
Based on the knowledge and information derived from literature review, each problem is 
thoroughly analyzed and recommendations are made. Various operations management 
methods and tools are applied to solve the problems. The recommendations include: 
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• Establishment of the standard production time. 
• Forecast of demand using seasonal index. 
• Improvement ofpartnership by reducing the number of suppliers and subcontractors. 




To establish the know-how of production operations management (POM) methods and 
tools that can be applied for the factory, books, journals, and articles from periodicals 
related to POM were thoroughly researched. Company visits to Cebu Island in the 
Philippines were conducted. Major objectives of the first visit were 1: To obtain basic 
information about the company background, 2: To understand flows of the operations, 
and 3: To find out current POM methods and tools implemented in the factory. The 
objectives were achieved through observing the actual operations, interviewing a manager 
and some employees, conducting questionnaire developed by Global Manufacturing 
Research Group, and collecting some documents provided by the factory. In the paper, 
information and data collected in the first visit are illustrated and carefully analyzed 
based on applicable POM concepts. Then, problems in operations at Cebu factory are 
identified and discussed. 
The objectives in the second visit were 1: To obtain further information which were 
found to be important as the operations of the company were well understood, 2: To 
examine hypothesis developed through the analysis, and 3: To talk with the manager 
about the feasibility and effectiveness of possible improvements. The second visit 
provided this research not only with further information, but also with opportunities to 
modify recommendations to more practical and realistic ones. At the end of the paper, 
recommendations are presented with predicted difficulties. 
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Chapter III 
Background of the Target Company 
Onda Button Selling Co. (Philippines.) is one of the group companies of Onda Button 
Group (OBG). OBG consists of 4 companies; Onda Button Selling Company, Bel Art 
Onda, Onda Button Manufacturing, and Onda Button Selling Company (Phils.). OBG 
has three factories in Japan, and two factories in the Philippines. Three factories in Japan 
produce several kinds of buttons such as ABS, urea, metal, and relatively simple 
polyester buttons. The factory near Manila is the biggest factory among five with over 
700 workers. It produces not only buttons, but also artificial marbles and curtains. The 
role of CF is to produce relatively complicated polyester buttons and buttons made of 
natural materials such as shell, wood and coconut. Polyester, shell, wooden, and coconut 
buttons account for approximately 70%, 15%, 10% and 5% of CF's sales respectively. 
The major reasons OBG built CF were 1: Easy access to the natural materials, 2: Cheaper 
labor than Manila, and 3: Skillful local workers. CF started the operation on September 
1st, 1994 as a first branch of Onda Button Selling Co. (Phils.). 99% of the shares are 
owned by Onda Button Selling Co., and the rest is owned a Filipino individual. More 
than 90% ofthe products are exported to Japan, mainly to Onda Button Selling Co. The 
number of the employees is 51, and usually over thirty piece workers are working in the 
factory. 
Since early 1980s, it has been the major current for most of the Japanese companies to 
move the manufacturing base to southeast Asian countries to reduce the cost. OBG is not 
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a exception. Although OBG still has three factories in Japan, it had moved some of the 
manufacturing base to the Philippines 15 years ago and the shift of the production is 
gradually but steadily implemented. As it is OBG's direction to reduce the production in 
Japan, the roles played by the foreign factories are becoming more important than ever. 
Unlike Manila factory, CF is new and relatively small, and therefore it is relatively easy 
to make changes if necessary. Given the conditions above, this project focuses on CF 
although it isjust a branch of Onda Button Selling Co. (Phils.). 
The CF is not a modernized factory. For example, it has only one computer and only 
Microsoft word and excel are used to process some documents. Also, because of the 
nature of the product, it is still a very labor intensive factory with very few automation. 
Therefore, it is not realistic to apply advanced POM improvement immediately. In other 
word, it might be difficult to pick up only one problem and improve radically. Rather, we 
should apply some feasible improvement in the wide POM categories. 
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Chapter IV 
Description of the Operations 
Workers 
Currently 51 employees including one Japanese manager work in CF. Most of them 
work approximately 2500 hours a year (8 hours a day * 300 days a year + some 
overtime). Approximately 21% of the cost is for labor. Beside regular employees, 30 
pieceworkers on the average are hired usually. As many as 50 pieceworkers can be 
employed in the peak season. Most ofthem are employed to work on mensou and henkei 
machines. 
Each Section at the Cebu Factory 
The office: 
There are one Japanese manager and four employees working in the office in the factory. 
The Japanese manager is in charge ofentire CF operations. Other than basic coordination 
of operations at CF, his responsibilities include the followings. 1 ： Since he is the only 
Japanese speaker there, he communicates with other OBG companies in Japan regarding 
orders, delivery dates, and complaints. 2: Prices of buttons are decided by him. 3: He 
also decides how much wood blanks and shells to order. 4: Decisions regarding 
subcontracting, such as what to subcontract, which subcontractor to use, and delivery date 
are made by him. 5: Hiring and firing piece workers. He's been working at CF for about 
3 years since the beginning of the factory. He communicates with the local employees 
mainly using English and a little Japanese. Responsibilities of the 4 employees at the 
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office cover wide areas. They take care of general stuffs like dealing with subcontractors, 
and series of procedures required by customs and carriers to export products. Also, one 
woman is in charge of checking and recording cash flow which took place in the factory. 
The design and wax making section: 
Five employees work in the section. Three of them are the real designers, who draw 
designs of CF products. The other two are wax makers, who shave and create wax 
molds. 
The vanguard section: 
Twenty-one vanguard machines are operated to curve and engrave polyester buttons, 
eleven employees are in the section. Among them, nine are capable of setting up 
vanguard machine. They set up machines, operate them, and check pieceworkers' 
operations and products. Approximately 70,000 pieces of different types of polyester 
buttons are produced daily. 
The mensou & henkei (m&h) section: 
Thirty-five mensou machines and thirty henkei machines are used to curve and shave 
various kinds of buttons, which are usually more complicated than those produced by 
vanguard machines. Eleven employees are allocated to the section. All eleven workers 
are capable of setting up. They set up machines, operates them and check pieceworkers' 
operations and products. Number of piece workers widely varies from time to time 
depending on amount ofbuttons needed to be produced through the section. 
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The engraving section: 
Nineteen engraving machines are operated to engrave various types of buttons. One 
employee is in charge of the section. He sets up machines, operates them and check 
pieceworkers' operations and products. 
The polishing section: 
Fifteen bamboo polishing machines and sixteen water polishing machines are operated to 
polish buttons processed through above production sections. Two employees are in the 
polishing section. 
The quality control section: 
Six employees are allocated in the quality control section. They check the quality of 
wood blanks and products after polished. They also count and pack finished buttons. 
The epoxy-filling section: 
Two employees are in charge of the section. Certain types of buttons are filled with 
epoxy. 
The sample making section: 





Vanguard (polyester and coconut buttons) 
1. Orders are sent through the fax mainly from Tokyo. There is Product Management 
department at the warehouse in Tokyo, and a part of itsjob is to deal with inventories. 
Any order of polyester blanks is controlled by it. If the stock of blanks are not 
enough, it orders them for CF and sends notices to CF. 
2. The manager decides delivery dates considering customers' requests. For ordinary 
buttons of typical size of volume, the delivery date is usually set in one month time. 
Although some easy order take less than 15 days to finish but if it's not in a hurry, 
delivery date is not set on earlier date. Since vanguard can produce much more 
buttons than mensou or henkei, the production time is often shorter than one month. 
3. Copies of orders are proceeded to the leader of the vanguard section and he keeps the 
record of orders 
4. Every morning the leader decides which buttons to produce according to the order 
record. There is no scheduling in advance. A leader in each section decides what to 
produce largely based on the delivery date and the difficulty ofproduction. 
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5. Blanks are brought from the storage and the worker in charge of the storage keeps the 
record. 
6. Nine technicians set up 21 vanguard machines and start operation. One vanguard 
machine produce only one kind of button a day. Therefore vanguard section can 
produce only 21 kinds of buttons a day at most. Setting up for complicated buttons 
sometimes take one day and the vanguard machines for those buttons do not produce 
buttons that day. On the average, there are three to four such machines. 
7. Some of the technicians who have finished setting up and a few piece workers check 
the operation. Vanguard machines are semi-automatic which require a little care 
during the operation. However, some vanguard machines do not have sensor to check 
the top and the bottom of buttons. Such machines need someone's attendance. A 
worker has to put blanks in the machine by hand. 
8. Most of the buttons engraved by vanguard are then washed and polished in water-
polishing machines and dried afterwards. Then polished in bamboo-polishing 
machines. A few are proceeded to mensou and henkei section, then polished. Other 
few buttons are proceeded to the epoxy-filling section. 
9. Buttons are counted roughly by weight. 
10. Defects are removed at the QC section. Defect rate for buttons manufactured by 
vanguard is lower than others because of two reasons. First reason is that more than 
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95% of the material of the buttons in the vanguard section is polyester. Polyester is 
easy to process and the quality of blanks are uniform. The second reason is that 
vanguard machines are semi-automatic and are capable of producing exactly the same 
buttons once they are set up. If there is any problem, it should be found during the 
setting. 
11. The finished products with good quality are counted piece by piece and packed into 
small plastic bags. Finally the buttons are put in boxes and labeled. All the procedures 
in the QC section are recorded in the QC report by individual workers. 
2: Mensou and henkei (all kinds of buttons) 
1. Orders are sent through the fax. 
2. The manager decides delivery dates. As mentioned, one month is the standard 
manufacturing lead time in CF. However, polyester buttons manufactured m&h 
machines are more complicated than those manufactured by vanguard. Moreover, 
m&h machines are not automatic and the productivity is much lower than vanguard. 
Therefore, some orders of buttons manufactured in the m&h section sometimes take 
two to three month to finish. In such extreme cases, the delivery dates are adjusted. 
3. Copies of orders are proceeded to the leader of the m&h section and he keeps the 
record of orders. 
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4. Every morning the leader decides which buttons to produce according to the order 
record. 
5. Blanks are brought from the storage and the worker in charge of the storage keeps the 
record. 
6. Twelve technicians set up approximately 30 m&h machines a day out of 75 machines. 
Usually, around 30 workers operate machines at a time. The technicians set up other 
machines so that there will be no time loss when workers change machines. Setting 
time of m&h machines are much shorter than vanguard but it takes longer time to 
manufacture one piece since it is not automatic. As a result, it is usually the case that 
one machine is used to produce one kind of button a day. 
7. Technicians and pieceworkers operate the machines. Among all the sections in CF, 
the m&h section uses the most pieceworkers. It takes time to produce but once 
machines are set up, it is not difficult to operate even for completely inexperienced 
pieceworkers. Usually one button goes through 3 to 4 different m&h machines to be 
finished. 
8. After going through all manufacturing process in the m&h section, except for a few 
buttons to be sent to the epoxy-filling section, all kinds of buttons are polished in 
bamboo-polishing machines. Only polyester buttons are washed and polished in 
water-polishing machines and dried before bamboo polishing. 
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9. Buttons are counted roughly by weight. 
10. Defects are selected out in the QC section. The defect rate of buttons manufactured in 
m&h tends to be higher. All the m&h machines are operated by human and the 
quality of buttons can be influenced easily. For example, if a worker push a button 
into a cutter too fast, the button will probably have rough surface. Natural materials 
are another reason for the high defect rate. Unlike polyester, natural materials are 
hard to process. The quality is also not uniform. 
11. The finished products with good quality are counted piece by piece and packed into 
small plastic bags. Finally the buttons are put in boxes and labeled. All the procedures 
in the QC section are recorded in the QC report by individual workers. 
3: Engraving (all kinds of buttons but largely for wooden buttons) 
1. Orders are sent through the fax. 
2. The manager decides delivery dates. Since engraving machines are not automatic, 
production time for single button is even longer than production time for m&h 
buttons. Instead, setting up time is much shorter. That is why only one technician is 
allocated to this section. Some orders of buttons which involve engraving process 
take more than one month to fmish. In extreme cases, delivery dates are adjusted 
accordingly. 
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3. Copies of orders are proceeded to the leader of the engraving section and he keeps the 
record of orders. 
4. Every morning the leader decides which buttons to produce according to the order 
record. 
5. Blanks are brought from the storage and the worker in charge of the storage keeps the 
record. 
6. On average, only 3 to 4 machines out of 19 are set up and operated. Other machines 
are kept for peak season. Set up time for a engraving machine is less than 10 minutes. 
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7. Technician and pieceworkers operate machines. Except for one regular employee, 
usually 2 to 3 pieceworkers are hired. The operation of the engraving machines is 
simple enough for inexperienced workers, but time consuming. 
8. Most of the wooden buttons are then proceeded to bamboo polishing. Most of the 
non-wooden buttons are proceeded to other sections such as the m&h section and the 
sample making section. 
9. Buttons are counted roughly by weight. 
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10. Defects are selected out in the QC section. The defect rate for buttons produced in 
engraving machines is not high. Although engraving machines are operated manually, 
there are not many factors in the operation that can influence the quality of buttons. 
Also, wooden buttons are the main body of products produced by engraving 
machines, and slight differences of engraving on wood buttons are very common and 
therefore accepted by customers. 
11 The finished products with good quality are counted piece by piece and packed into 
small plastic bags. Finally the buttons are put in boxes and labeled. All the 





When CF receives an order, the Japanese manager decides the delivery date. Since there 
are too many orders to deal with, when he receives an order, he usually sets the delivery 
date for one month time. He adjusts the timing only ifhe realizes that an order will take 
extremely long time. Minimum days to delivery promise date are seven days, and 
maximum are 90 days. In most cases, orders are not proceeded in first several days, 
because all the machines are occupied by other orders which have earlier deadlines. Still, 
the majority of orders can be finished within one month because actual process time is 
much less than one month. However, this method of delivery date setting sometimes 
does not fit the time actually needed to produce. CF often face the problem ofdelay. On 
the average, 30% of orders are delayed for approximately ten days. An interview and 
questionnaire conducted in CF revealed some major causes of delays. Material shortage, 
insufficient labor capacity, and production bottlenecks were pointed out to be the major 
causes by the manager. In addition to them, it can be seen that the lack of a proper 
scheduling procedure also is one of the major factors to be blamed. At CF, there is no 
scheduling in advance. Each section has one leader and every morning they decide how 
many and which buttons their sections produce. Factors that are most valued by them 
when determining the processing sequences are, delivery date, and processing time of the 
job, then, order in whichjobs arrive, and past experience are taken into considerations. It 
is impossible for the manager to have good understanding of when they start producing 
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each order or in which stage of production those orders are being produced. It is 
believed that the lack of proper scheduling leads the manager to set wrong or impossible 
delivery dates in the first place. 
Another major factor which causes delay is the production bottlenecks. The manager 
estimated as high as 50 % of elapsed factory time is spent in actual processing operations. 
At CF, one of the bottlenecks is the local subcontractors. CF very often uses 
subcontractors. As much as 40% of its products involve subcontracting. It has 22 
subcontractors that process coconut and wooden buttons, and 25 subcontractors that 
process shell buttons for Onda. CF actively uses only half of them. There are two 
reasons why CF subcontracts works. CF lacks some skills which are necessary to process 
certain types of buttons. Moreover, it is often cost efficient. Approximately 30% of the 
jobs subcontracted are delayed. Although the average lateness is about a week, in the 
worst case CF sometimes faces two to three week delays. Heads of subcontractors 
receive orders from Onda and hand them down to the actual workers. The heads often 
receive other jobs from other companies and those jobs are also handed down to the 
actual workers. If the other companies offer better paying jobs, those workers would do 
thosejobs first, even though those orders are received later than Onda's. Moreover, many 
fashion companies pay about 35% of the total amount upon delivery. The rest is paid 
after receiving and checking all the products. The Japanese manager said that he is happy 
to pay more than 70% of the total amount if there is no delay. If a subcontractor could 
、 not deliver by the promised date, he told his staff to pay only 10-20%. However, his 
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order is not practiced because the staff sympathize with subcontractors and pay 70% of 
the wages anyway. Therefore, subcontractors does not care about delivery dates. 
Another bottleneck at CF is caused by insufficient labor capacity, which was also 
identified as one of the causes of delays by the manager. Because CF does not have 
adequate number of technicians who can set up machines, even though the factory has 
plenty of piece workers and equipment to produce, operations sometimes have to be 
suspended. Lack of technicians is especially serious in the m&h sections. Although 
setting up vanguard machines for complicated types of button can sometimes take one 
technician all day, it is rather a skill problem not a capacity problem. Also, since setting 
up of a vanguard machine takes long time in general, it seems that a rule that one 
vanguard machine is set up only once a day has been established among workers. Even 
though a vanguard machine finished producing a batch in the early afternoon, there is no 
one to set up the machine to produce another batch. 
Material shortage was also mentioned as one ofthe major causes of delays. However, CF 
does not have control over inventory of polyester blanks, which are the material of the 
major product for CF. Approximately 70% of the sales are derived from them. Orders of 
polyester blanks are placed by Onda Selling Co. in Japan and blanks are sent from Italy 
and Manila to Cebu. Therefore, it is not CF's job to maintain the sufficient amount of 
blanks to meet the demands for polyester buttons. However, CF has to manage the raw 
materials of shell and wood buttons, from which approximately 25% of the sales are 
derived, by itself. Currently there is no list of items sold in the past. If one wants to 
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know, he/she has to check every invoice in that period. Therefore it is very difficult to 
check what is sellable. Combined with the nature of the products, buttons, which do not 
show strong seasonal effects on sales except for buttons made of natural materials (see 
Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5), it makes forecasting impossible. 
CF currently has eight shell suppliers, 12 wood blank suppliers, and five coconut 
suppliers. Wood blanks and shells are purchased when they reached certain inventory 
levels. The levels are determined by the manager based solely on his past experience. To 
determine purchase quantities of materials, the manager mainly considers amount needed 
for customer order, and cost per unit. Quantity discount and past experience are also 
taken into considerations. Although promised lead time to delivery usually does not 
exceed two weeks, as high as 50% of deliveries of materials are delayed. And the 
average lateness is seven to eight days. There is no records of delayed deliveries by 
suppliers, and major reasons of delays have not been cleared. 
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Material Management 
Raw materials purchased are placed inside the factory. Approximately 650 types of 
blanks are piled up. They are placed on the floor with no specific order. There is no 
cabinet, or anything to put them in order. The time wasted in finding materials should 
not be overlooked. Only one worker is taking care of those materials. She distributes 
materials needed by each section and keeps the record in a notebook. The records of 
polyester blanks are sent to Japan every other month to check with the records kept in the 
computer there. The manager said there is no big difference and problems like losing 
blanks so far. But as the number of materials increases, the chance to encounter those 
problems will become higher. 
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Quality control (QC) 
The first step of the QC at CF is to check the quality of raw materials. Polyester blanks 
rarely have defective items, therefore, QC at this stage is limited to shells and wooden 
blanks. The average defect rate at this stage is approximately 5%. Excluding polyester 
buttons, which has very low defect rate, however, the actual defect rate for shells and 
woods can be as high as 15%. Wooden blanks are purchased from several suppliers and 
sent to the factory. Blanks are put in a "separator", which separates attached blanks and 
removes splinters. Then, blanks are placed on nets and left for 4 to 5 days to dry. Next, 
usually one to three workers select out defected wood blanks. Those defected ones are 
returned and Onda pays only for the remaining amount. Although CF does not have to 
pay for defected wood blanks, it still have to spend considerable time and labor in 
selection ofblanks. 
CF buys frequently-used shells for stock. Those shells are placed in a small warehouse 
outside the factory. However, there is no established checking system for shells. The 
manager says that he does check the quality by eyeballing, but the quality of shells cannot 
be told only from their appearance. Most of the shells are sold to subcontractors and CF 
repurchase punched shell pieces from them. Therefore it is difficult for CF to check the 
quality until buttons are processed to certain stages. Since shells are purchased from 
various suppliers, quality of shells also varies. In some cases, more than 35% of shells 
processed and repurchased from a subcontractor are unacceptable due to the quality of the 
raw material. CF is responsible for entire shell pieces and have to pay for that 35% of 
unacceptable shell pieces in such cases. 
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The second step of QC is checking during manufacturing (curving and engraving) 
procedures. There are certain workers who set up machines and check the quality of 
buttons being manufactured. Checking by those workers are supposed to be conducted 
four times a day but in reality, it is conducted much less frequently. According to the 
manager, defect rate at this stage is approximately 2%. 
The third step of QC takes place right before packing, four to seven workers check 
finished buttons. All checking is conducted by human eyes. The QC workers tend to 
have too strict standards for buttons and select out buttons which are actually acceptable. 
Therefore, the workers are told to bring buttons they selected out to the Japanese manager 
to let him check whether the standard they are applying is right. According to the 
manager, defect rate at this stage is 4, 5%. However, when I checked the QC report 
written by QC workers, the defect rate for certain 3 days resulted in 10%. It was obvious 
that there was a gap between the real figure and the figure that the manager liked to tell. 
In fact, although QC workers said that it did not happen so often, I found about 1000 
pieces of polyester button were defected out of 3000 pieces produced. That mistake 
could have been prevented if the worker in charge had checked the buttons while he 
operated the vanguard machine. It has to be concluded that checking during 
manufacturing is not practiced well. 
To reduce the defect rate at this stage, there are penalties. Pieceworkers are paid by 
、 pieces, but if the defect rate is too high, certain amount of money is deducted from the 
wage. According to the manager, the percentage subtracted from the wage is three times 
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the defect rate. However, in reality, this penalty system is not working because of two 
reasons. One, certain types ofbuttons tend to have higher defect rate and it is impossible 
to define and fix the "high" defect rate for every single button. The manager has all the 
right to decide what is "high" defect rate is. It might be too subjective. Two, the 
manager does not read the QC report thoroughly. He merely takes it as a means to 
understand how many buttons are being produced everyday. He does not pay attention to 
the defect rate. There is no calculation of defected rate in the QC report. That could be 
one ofthe reasons why the manager does not care. 
All the products delivered from subcontractors are checked in QC section. The defect 
rate here is unknown but seems considerably high. All defected items and excess are 
returned to subcontractors. 
After products are exported, there is no QC. Only less than 0.5% of products are returned 
from customers. 
Several steps of QC are introduced not to deliver defected products to customers. 
However, it is important for a manufacturer to reduce defect rates at each manufacturing 




In the previous section, several problems were identified in operations. In this section, 
through applications of POM concepts and tools in various aspects, solutions and 
improvements are presented to overcome the identified problems. 
Scheduling and Control 
There are several major causes of delays. Lack of proper scheduling is one of them. CF 
only has daily scheduling, and that is partly responsible for delays. It is suggested that 
CF develop weekly scheduling first, and move on to monthly scheduling later on. The 
Japanese manager said, "It's impossible for us to have longer scheduling. Even though 
we make weekly schedule, when we receive an order which we have to finish earlier than 
other products, we have to change the entire schedule." It is understandable that he gave 
up on longer scheduling given the frequent changes in scheduling. However it does not 
mean longer term scheduling is impossible. 
To schedule longer term operations will require information that CF currently does not 
possess. First of all, the Japanese manager has to understand production times of each 
item at each stage. He should be able to answer questions like, "How long does it take to 
engrave 10,000 pieces of Co-1 of 18 mm?" In answering the questionnaire, he states that 
100% of operations have standard time, but those "standard times" are not shared with 
others. In other words, they are set merely based on his subjective opinions and 
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experience. Moreover, although he says that 70% of them are accurate, the estimation 
again is very subjective. Standard times have to be developed based on statistical data. 
In order to understand it, communication between the manager and production leaders is 
very important. Leaders are responsible for keeping records of production times. To 
ensure that a production time is "standard" enough so that it can be used as official 
standard time, leaders have to closely monitor operations. For example, set up time and 
operation time have to be counted separately, and exceptionally slow or fast operation 
time should not be adopted as standard time. Workers who are properly trained and use 
proper work method should be selected. Leaders should make it clear that they want to 
observe and time the job through a considerable number of cycles and should try to ease 
any fears or tensions that the workers may have. An operation should be monitored and 
timed several times so that the average will be more practical. It may be difficult to 
establish standard time for every single button. CF should start timing key products first, 
then, standard times for other products can be estimated based on the standard time of the 
key products that have similar operation procedures. If major difference was recognized 
between such a estimation and actual time required, modification is needed. A sheet like 
Figure 6 in the Appendix can be used when monitoring and timing operations. Some 
allowances should be added to the average times calculated, because companies should 
consider such factors as personal differences, fatigue, and other unavoidable delays to 
make the standard time more realistic. 
、 The standard times should be recorded and organized into a table like Figure 7 in the 
Appendix. Amount of items recorded in the table should be typical order amount so that 
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it will be easier to estimate and adjustable to different amount based on the records. The 
manager can refer to the table when he schedules operations. 
What is important in scheduling is to identify bottlenecks. At CF, there are two 
bottlenecks identified; subcontractors' late deliveries and setups at the vanguard section 
and m&h section. They are the major attributes of long waiting time (50 % of elapsed 
factory time is spent in actual processing operations.). Although the situation will be 
improved by implementing the recommendations presented later in this paper, ultimately 
the vanguard section and m&h section will continue to decide the capacity of the factory. 
Therefore, it is important to schedule the operations so that the capacities of those two 
sections can be fully utilized. On the other hand, to minimize the risk of delays of 
subcontracted works, items that requires to be subcontracted have to be processed and 
delivered to the subcontractor earlier. 
To ensure the smooth flows of operations, route sheet can be developed for each items to 
be produced internally. The example of route sheet is shown in figure 8 in the Appendix. 
The route sheet shows the sequence of operations to process the raw material into final 
product. It also shows in which stage of operation the order is being processed. The time 
actually spent to perform each operation is should be recorded in the route sheet, in order 




Any kind of manufacturing businesses has to wisely use materials and supplies if they 
want to serve their customers with distinctive competitiveness. Manufacturing 
companies have to coordinate availability of appropriate material items and work 
capacity at the same time, so that the materials can be processed into fmal products that 
will provide customer satisfaction. No matter what aspect they emphasize in their 
strategies, manufacturing companies will definitely need to choose and work with capable 
suppliers to realize their strategies. It takes the help of capable and devoted suppliers to 
achieve quality, cost efficiency, dependability and flexibility. It also requires the 
efficient, well-coordinated work of numerous units within the company. Well-
performing companies must have superior management methods of their supply systems, 
including obtaining proper sources and buying materials and components. Material 
management is defined as "the groupings of management functions supporting the 
complete cycle of material flow, from the purchase and internal control of production 
materials to the planning and control of work in process to the warehousing, shipping, 
and distribution of the finished product.'" The ultimate objective of material 
management is to have the right items where and when they are needed. This can be 
achieved by mainly two approaches; 1: to have plenty of all materials which will be 
needed in the future, and 2: synchronize the flow of items to make them available when 
needed. The general goal is to maintain a flow of goods from suppliers to consumers 
without significant delays or costs. In the past, companies have had a tendency to keep 
、 excessive amount of materials. Huge stock of materials and large buffer inventories 
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reduced the need for close coordination with suppliers or between various internal 
operations. But having excessive materials in inventory does not add value, it simply 
incurs cost and harms healthy cash flow. 
Inventory is any idle resource held for future use. Any companies has to deal with it to 
certain extents. To hold too much inventory can incur holding costs and extra space to 
keep, and can cause material deterioration. On the other hand, holding inventories of raw 
materials can prevent interruptions of production operations and enable companies to 
respond to customers' orders. However, even though there are reasons that lead 
companies to have some inventory, it must make it sure that it is not building up huge 
piles of inventory, that is expensive to maintain. If a company wants to use its resources 
wisely, it should develop and examine methods and tools that fill some of the needs for 
holding inventory, rather than merely holding more inventory and adding extra costs. 
The current trend for companies is to try to have less inventory than they previously did. 
Companies have realized that they can reduce the lead times required to get materials and 
to produce products, so that they can operate with less inventory and still satisfy their 
customers. Set up or procurement costs can also be reduced and that makes it possible 
for companies to operate efficiently even with more but smaller lots, thus keeping 
inventory level low. In order to keep less inventory, many companies try to have better 
partnerships with their suppliers to secure more reliable sources of quality materials to 
protect against supply shortages or scrap losses. 
‘Thomas F. Wallace and John R. Dougherty, eds., APICS Dictionary, 6"' ed. 1987 
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Inventory of raw materials of the major products, polyester buttons, which account for 
approximately 70% of the revenues, are not managed by employees working at the 
factory, it is managed by several managers working at the company's warehouse located 
in Tokyo. They check inventories of polyester blanks with computers. Inventory records 
are adjusted every two months, when Cebu factory sends records of material inventory to 
the warehouse. Orders of polyester blanks are placed by the managers at the warehouse 
based on their decisions. Then the blanks are exported either from Italy or Manila 
directly to Cebu. CF simply uses the blanks to produce buttons ordered by the 
warehouse. Therefore, in this paper, which focuses on CF, major changes needed at the 
warehouse in terms of material control of polyester blanks are not presented. At CF, 
however, communication with warehouse can be improved. Although it is probably 
effective to let the managers at warehouse, who have much easier access to various 
information, control the inventory, flow of the information seems little too one-sided. 
Suggestions to place orders of polyester blanks can be made from the CF side. 
On the other hand, material management of wood blanks and shells is CF's responsibility. 
Wooden and shell buttons account for approximately 25% of the revenues. From his past 
experience, the manager believes that demands for these products fluctuate from month to 
month, though they tend to sell more in winter and spring. This is largely because of the 
nature ofthe materials. In general, wooden and shell buttons do not go with autumn and 
、 winter cloths, and the warehouse starts to stock wooden and shell buttons at winter time 
to prepare for expected demands from apparels. However, there is no records of what 
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was sold in the past except for a file of invoices. It is so cumbersome to extract useful 
information from the flle that nobody would refer to the file. Moreover, the manager, 
who is in charge of re-orders of wood blanks and shells, does not check material 
inventory often. Orders are placed when the inventory level reached at certain level. 
That makes it hard to understand which materials are frequently being used, and increases 
the chance of material shortages. 
To avoid shortages, CF should start keeping records of sales of each item. Actually such 
records are available at the Tokyo warehouse, because all sales and purchase took place 
in Japan are recorded by computers in Tokyo. The computer network is limited within 
Japan, so CF does not have an access to the information. Therefore, currently no such 
information is exchanged. The warehouse does not know how many wood blanks and 
shells CF is holding, and CF does not know how many pieces of certain item it sold. For 
CF, there are two ways to keep records. 1: CF can keep the record by itself when 
shipping items on weekends, using Microsoft Excel, which CF already possesses. 2: CF 
can have the warehouse fax records regularly. I recommend the alternative 1 for the 
following reasons. First of all, information obtained from the warehouse is not easy to 
use. Since all the data are sent over the fax, they can not be processed as the CF manager 
wants. For example, the data can not be transformed into charts, which are important to 
see trend of sales. Moreover, at the warehouse CF products are purchased by two 
companies, Onda Button Selling Co. and Bel Art and records are kept separately. Data 
will probably be sent separately and it takes time and effort to see the whole picture of 
CF's sales. Moreover, if some data that CF wants are missing from the fax, it is 
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cumbersome to have staff at the warehouse send the missing data. Also, data recorded at 
Tokyo only include CF's sales to Japan, which account for 90% of the CF's sales. CF 
will not know details of other 10%. Furthermore, the alternative 2 would cost more. 
Staff at the warehouse have to spend time to collect information, print out everything, and 
fax them to Cebu. But in the alternative 1 �i t will probably take an employee less than 
one hour to input all the records. Figure 9 and 10 in the Appendix are the samples of 
sales records. 
Once CF starts to keep records, it is then able to decide "what" to stock. Prices of wood 
blanks and shells, except for rarely used kinds, are inexpensive and not significantly 
different. Also there are only 20 types of wood blanks and less than 10 kinds of shells. 
Therefore, it is not too difficult to identify which types of wood blanks or shells are 
important to keep from the sales even without using POM tools such as ABC analysis. 
Regarding "how many" to stock, CF can avoid risks raised by insufficient inventory by 
placing orders when the inventories reach the reordering point calculated as follows. 
ROP 二 D * L + SS 
Where; 
ROP = Reorder point 
L = Maximum lead time including delays 
D 二 The average number ofblanks (or shells) used per day 
、 SS = Safety stock 
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Considering the facts that the quality of wood blanks and shells deteriorates relatively 
slowly (It takes at least 6 months for pale color wood blanks to change the color. Shell is 
durable material which is usable for few years after purchased.), that lead times are less 
than 2 weeks for most of the materials, and that CF still have plenty of idled spaces, it is 
possible to keep relatively higher level of inventory without incurring added costs. 
Therefore, CF can set SS relatively high. 
To calculate D, CF has to forecast demands for each material. Unlike sales of polyester 
buttons, sales of buttons made from natural materials are clearly affected by monthly 
effect (See the Figure 4 and 5 in the Appendix). Sales volumes are high in winter and 
spring. Practically, a seasonal index should be calculated for amount of each material 
used per month. However, since such information was not available, the seasonal indices 
for sales ofbuttons made of natural materials are presented in Figure 11 as a sample. 
So far, only two year data were collected, therefore, the indices were not accurate enough. 
However, by keeping records of some more years, the accuracy of the indices will 
increase. By dividing amount (dollar basis) materials used in the month by the index, 
more linear-like line will be obtained. The linear line will show the trend of the amount 
ofmaterials used; whether it is upward, downward, or stable. Based on the trend and the 




In order to achieve better item flow, materials should be re-organized. Boxes that contain 
materials have to be labeled and numbered in certain order, alphabetical, for example, so 
that a worker who collects and distributes raw materials does not waste time searching for 
needed items. Layout of items can be posted on the nearby wall. More organized 
material layout prevents loss of items in the material piles. It also prevents confusion in 
case that the worker takes a leave (only one worker is in charge of collecting and 
distributing items to each section.). 
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Partnerships with Suppliers 
To maintain proper item flow, a company has to have reliable suppliers. Deliveries also 
have to be precise to keep companies functioning without the extra costs of keeping high 
inventories in case of late deliveries. To satisfy their customers with high quality outputs, 
it is unavoidable for companies to depend on their suppliers that can provide high quality 
materials. 
Material shortages at CF are mainly caused by two reasons; improper material inventory 
control, and delivery delays from suppliers. At CF, the later is quite a serious problem. 
As high as 50% ofdeliveries of materials are delayed. And the average lateness is 7 to 8 
days. There is no records of delayed deliveries by suppliers, and major reasons ofdelays 
have not been cleared. Polyester blanks and other materials are supplied from different 
groups ofsuppliers. The former is from Italians and Onda's Manila factory, and the later 
is from suppliers in Cebu. 
Most of delays of polyester blanks are caused by Italian suppliers. There is no 
communication between Italian suppliers and CF, and due to the language barrier 
communication between the warehouse and the foreign suppliers is also limited. The 
nature of Italian people, high tolerance for delays, can also be responsible for frequent 
delays. Moreover, the Italian polyester blank market is a seller's market. There are 
limited number of suppliers that have both sufficient capacity and skills to serve 
sophisticated Japanese button market, and OBG has to stick to the current suppliers. 
Therefore it is very difficult to improve the situation at this stage. For now, the 
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warehouse should increase the amount of buttons it orders at a time. In the meantime, 
warehouse should find out the causes of delays and try to improve the situation through 
more frequent communications. 
Deliveries of natural materials are also often delayed. Regarding natural material 
suppliers, the situation is different from polyester suppliers. Unlike suppliers ofpolyester 
blanks, suppliers of natural materials are plentiful. Currently, CF deals with around ten 
suppliers for each material, and there are even more suppliers available in Cebu. It can be 
said that it is buyer's market. The Japanese manager is allowed to select suppliers as he 
wants. Given the situation, I recommend that CF reduce number of suppliers. 
In the past, some companies took the approach to find as many number of suppliers as 
possible to let them bid on the order each time an item was to be repurchased. This 
approach increased the chance to obtain lower bid because a supplier who needs the 
business would bid low on the item being purchased. However, this approach often 
damages benefits of both the buyer and the seller in a long-run. A supplier who receive 
an order only occasionally, without any guarantee of future orders, can not afford to 
invest in the better-performing equipment and allocate expenses to further training and 
improvement in production of the item it offers. The companies may have large pool of 
suppliers, but chances are none of which could benefit from the learning curve. It is well-
known that Japanese companies have achieved remarkable improvements by developing 
、 long-term partnerships with fewer highly qualified suppliers. The role of purchasing is to 
build and maintain long-term partnerships with fewer number of capable and devoted 
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suppliers. There are several reasons to justify having fewer suppliers. 1: Supplier 
development is expensive, therefore it is cost-effective only if considerable volume of 
orders are allocated to the supplier, 2: To maintain close working relationships, it is 
difficult to maintain close working relationships if there are too many suppliers, and, 3: 
The committed suppliers should be rewarded with substantial business. However, CF 
should not reduce the number of suppliers without evaluating them carefully. CF should 
monitor suppliers carefully through several methods including keeping records of delays 
and quality of items, and actual visits by employees of the companies. Technical and 
financial capabilities also have be evaluated. Reducing too many suppliers, however, is 
not recommended. Since CF is a Japanese company, and the manager, who ultimately 
controlling the factory is Japanese, it will take longer time to develop as good 
partnerships with local suppliers as ones with Japanese suppliers. Moreover, in the 
Philippines, it is too dangerous to fully trust suppliers unless you have already developed 
a close relationship with them. 
Once CF successfully selected suppliers, it should start to improve the business between 
CF and them. CF can provide their production schedule or forecast demand for materials 
so that suppliers can start processing adequate amount of materials needed in the near 
future. CF can purchase a certain number of hours of the supplier's capacity to secure 
constant and precise delivery of the material. CF has to pay effort to teach suppliers 
importance ofkeeping delivery date, and constant high quality materials. CF has to make 
、 them understand the very basic equation, "my benefits = your benefits" and that 
providing lesser quality materials may bring temporary benefit to them but it will harm 
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them in the long-run. It may be hard to understand for them because most of the 
suppliers are living from day to day. In the meantime, CF should track supplier 
performance in several aspects. For example, whether the supplier makes delivery by the 
promised date should be tracked. Through communications and setting punishment of 
late delivery, lateness should be shortened. Currently the average lateness is 7 to 8 days, 
but CF should set a goal to shorten it to 5 days, for example. If the lateness exceeded the 
goal, the supplier have to pay certain amount of money. Also, reason for delay should be 
identified not to repeat the same mistake. There might be something that CF can do for 
them. Once 5 days are achieved, 4 or 3 days can be the next goal. Over all, to achieve 
this recommendation, it is necessary to build and maintain good partnership with devoted 
suppliers that understand and share CF's operations and values. 
\ 
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Partnerships with Subcontractors 
The issue of subcontractors are one of the most serious ones at CF. Deliveries are often 
(30% of the jobs) delayed. That makes difficult to realize scheduled operations flow. 
Moreover, the exact figure is unknown but it is estimated that as high as 15 % of the 
items subcontracted are defected. Even though all defected items and excess are returned 
to subcontractors, it means that all the effort paid to process that 15 % of the items before 
subcontracting was wasted. 
Two approaches are recommended to improve the situations. The first approach is the 
same as the approach recommended to improve the partnerships with suppliers, reducing 
number of subcontractors. It has 22 subcontractors that process coconut and wooden 
buttons, and 25 suppliers that process shell buttons for Onda. It is not that CF needs all 
of these subcontractors. They have similar skills, and in fact CF actively uses only half 
of them. According to the manager, it seems like the other half causes more problems 
such as delays and low quality items. It makes sense since subcontractors, that are often 
used, understand CF's requirements for quality and are used to deal with items ordered 
from CF. However, CF has to start evaluating subcontractors, and carefully select 
capable and devoted ones. It is possible that some subcontractors that CF is actively 
using are actually worse than some of the inactively used subcontractors. Records of 
qualities and deliveries have to be tracked, while financial and skills capabilities should 
be evaluated. As recommended for the case of suppliers, there should be a goal setting to 
’ reduce the average lateness. Also, the manager has to enforce his order that CF should 
not pay full amount if the delivery was late. He should check every payment for 
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subcontractors and if there is any case that was mistreated, the person in charge of paying 
to subcontractors should be punished. 
Another approach that should be taken at the same time is to increase internal (in-factory) 
subcontractors. As mentioned earlier in this paper, works subcontracted are handed down 
to actual workers from their heads. It is hard for the heads to control actual workers not 
to work on higher paid jobs first, because they know how poor those workers are. 
Therefore, the problem of delays is difficult to avoid simply by improving partnerships. 
Also, to reduce number of subcontractors can increase the possibility to encounter 
capacity shortages when unexpectedly huge orders that requires subcontractors are 
placed. Increase of subcontractors can solve such problems. CF can have much better 
control on operations of internal subcontractors. Qualities and deliveries will be improved 
under CF employees' supervision. To have internal subcontractors can also secure 
certain amount of capacity exclusively for CF, and may bring opportunities for CF 
workers to learn skills that they do not have. This approach also benefits subcontractors. 
Subcontractors can utilize more modernized machinery to process items, and jobs are 
secured. Downside of the approach is that CF then has to pay more wages to internal 
subcontractors than outside subcontractors to balance with pieceworkers hired in the 
factory (CF pays relatively higher wages to piece workers than local companies.). 
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Minimizing Setup Time 
Long setup times causes one of the bottlenecks at CF. It is true that most of the polyester 
buttons produced at CF are complicated and therefore it takes long time to set up 
machines. However, it is also true that setup times can be shortened by continuous 
practice and training. From my experience, it takes less than two and half hours to set up 
a vanguard machine for the most complicated types of polyester buttons at factories in 
Japan. Even though buttons produced at CF are more complicated than ones produced in 
Japan, it can be assumed that longest setup time should not exceed four hours if the 
worker is well-experienced. Setup procedures have to be checked and monitored again to 
find out standard setup times for key items, that are repeatedly ordered. The manager 
himself used to be a experienced worker in Japan, and therefore capable of finding any 
misconduct in procedures. The standard times should be improved by introducing quality 
circle that is explained in the later section of this paper. 
Apart from the standard times, the custom that one machine is set up only once a day 
should be altered. It was observed that many vanguard machines were left idled at the 
end of a day. There are 9 workers who can set up vanguard machines, and for those 9 
workers, there are 21 vanguard machines. Once set up, vanguard machines are semi-
automatic, and one worker can take care of 4 to 5 machines at the same time. Therefore, 
theoretically 2 piece workers and other 4 or 5 technicians (considering there are some 
machines that require full attendance) can take care of operating machines while other 4 
to 5 technicians can set up new vanguard machines that finished producing a batch of 
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buttons. That way, vanguard machines can start processing buttons next morning instead 
ofbeing idled while other machines are being set up. 
CF should train workers so that more employees can set up machines. To set up 
machines is actually not too difficult. What is difficult is to judge whether the products, 
that are processed by the setting are acceptable in design and quality. Many of the piece 
workers do not pay attention to such details, so it is difficult for them to develop such a 
judgement skill. However, since some of them have been working for CF over a year 
already, it will not be too difficult for them to be able to develop "eyes" and objective 
standards only if proper training are conducted for them. 
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Quality Control 
Quality means different things for different organizations. Armand V. Feigenbaum, an 
authority on quality control, defmes quality as "the total composite product and service 
characteristics of marketing, engineering and manufacturing and maintenance through 
witch the product and service in use will meet the expectations of the customer."^ Based 
on this definition, quality if defined by customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction in 
the button industry can be achieved through several factors. Among them quick delivery 
and low defect rate are CF's responsibility and are the most important ones. In this paper, 
several recommendations to improve delivery speed and defect rate has been made. Still, 
there are problems that have not been solved by them. 
There are three steps of QC at CF. The second step was identified as improper. 
Checking during actual processes should be enforced. Since vanguard machines can only 
re-produce items of the identical quality once set up and plenty of time is usually spent to 
make sure the machine is properly set up, the probability to produce defective items are 
relatively low. However, the qualities of buttons that are produced with m&h machines 
are relatively fluctuated. Therefore, more frequent checks are needed to reduce defect 
rate in the m&h section. Anyhow, in each section, few employees who are capable of 
judging right quality, should be assigned to check the quality of buttons being processed. 
To enforce the practice, biweekly goal setting should be implemented. The current 
average defect rates should be understood. Each production section such as the vanguard, 
、 m&h, and engraving sections, is responsible for defective items identified in the third QC 
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step, therefore actual defect rates that should be improved are defect rates at the second 
QC step combined with the rates at the third QC steps. Once the current defect rates are 
calculated, then the first goal is set at a lower level. If the goal was achieved, there 
should be reward for all the employees, except for piece workers in the section. Penalties 
are not recommendable because of the reasons mentioned earlier in this paper. Moreover, 
to motivate the quality checkers is enough to improve defect rates because then they will 
pay more attention to control piece workers in his section. If the goal is continuously 
achieved for certain length, then new goal has to be set. 
It is recommended for the manager to pay more attention to the QC report. To 
understand what percentage of the products are defective, the manager have to rely on the 
report recorded at the QC section. At the same time, in the QC report the defect rates for 
each item as well as for whole items have to be calculated and recorded, so that it is easier 
for the manager to notice if there is any abnormally large defect rate. 
To further improve the operations at CF, introduction of the quality circle is 
recommended. "Quality circle is a form of teamwork that has been used to help improve 
quality. It represents an organizational effort to make constructive use of workers' 
intimate familiarity with their own work problems by focusing the workers' creative 
capabilities on finding solutions to those problems. A quality circle is a group, usually 
made up of five to twelve from the same work area, that meets regularly (in many 
、 instances, once a week) and voluntarily solves problems related to the work in their part 
2 Armand V. Feigenbaum, "Total Quality Control," 3rd ed. 1983, p. 7. 
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of the company. Often the employees are paid for the time they spend in these meetings, 
which may last one hour or more.，’� 
There are few basic points to the success of a quality circle program. 
First, the problems that the quality circle is working on have to be clearly identified, and 
reported to supervisors. On the other hand, the quality circle must be given adequate 
support from the company. For example, the quality circle should be able to access 
information that it needs to solve the problems. Also, the quality circle has to be 
recognized for its achievement. However, if the achievements are reflected in bonuses, it 
should be small, and represent recognition rather than pay for any savings that result from 
the achievements. Second, all the participants have to be motivated to find and solve 
problems. Also, they have to have the necessary problem-solving abilities to deal with 
the problems identified. 
At CF, the quality circle can be formed in two sections; the vanguard and m&h sections. 
Employees of each section should meet once a week (probably at weekends). When 
bringing the quality circle into practice, for first several weeks, it is necessary for the 
manager to guide employees' discussion so that the quality circle can focus on identify 
and solve problems. As employees get used to the method, this role can be replaced by 
the leader of each section. 




In this paper, many operational methods and tools from various aspects were 
recommended to solve the problems identified at the Onda Button Cebu Factory. Unlike 
the recommendations suggested in most of the MBA projects, the recommendations 
presented in this paper will be implemented in the near future when the author start 
working in the factory. It is understood that there are many unknown factors that can 
disable some of the recommendations and that unexpected difficulties can be encountered 
after the implementation of the recommendations. 
However, the most important thing that this paper can provide to the employees at the 
factory is the new perspectives toward their works. Most of the employees are there to 
perform daily routine works. They come to the factory everyday with no goal or 
intention to improve their operations. That is the fundamental problem that many 
factories including CF are now facing. In a way, all the recommendations were made to 
enlighten and motivate employees to find and solve problems voluntarily. That is much 
more important than any other recommendation presented in this paper. 
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Figure 3: Total Sales (June 96 - May 97) 
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Figure 4: Sales of Buttons Made ofNatural Materials (June 95 - May 96) 
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